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. j^ggdiction to Bevier
purpose of this paper is to diimtss ths tipis# 
of Isabel Savior at tin University of Illinois. In ordor 
to understand her work one must understand her as an indi­
vidual. A large part of what made Bevier successful was her 
personality and way of dealing with obstacles.
Isabel Bevier, at five feet eight inches tall, was 
a forceful woman who was able to fight her own battles. 
Though her delicately flushing cheeks deceived some, her 
strong build and sparkling blue eyes displayed her true 
strength.
She was a practical woman who delivered her messages 
without flattery or cajolery, and often without tact. For­
tunately, she had a certain charm which could overcome her 
frequent brusqueness. She persistedin going after vjhat she 
wanted because she believed individuals must do something to 
solve their problems. "Isabel was fearless and very frank 
in her remarks, sometimes antagonizing those to whom she was 
talking by showing them their shortcomings and by reminding 
them that the broad problems of home economics were more 
important than petty details."1 Despite her practicality 
and seriousness, Bevier had a lively sense of humor. This 
disposition was difficult to explain to others as it
2consisted of on. uncomacm choice of words and ''hat' why of 
*H*i. iter remarks were Spontaneous and Surpiieing 
flttl enlivening any situation.
M a y  individuals found it difficult to hold a eon* 
variation with Professor Bevier. she had the ability, with 
firmness and abruptness, to change the topic to one of her 
own choosing and away from those that bored her.
She did, however, care deeply about her students and 
friends. She made a special effort to know all of the
"girls* in her department and was always ready with helpful 
advice or a listening ear. "Miss Bevier knew her students
in and out of the classroom. She considered this not only a 
duty as a teacher but a pleasure as well, for she had a deep 
and abiding love for people and found them interesting,"2 
Strong feeling, strength of purpose, and intensive 
interest marked all of her associations. Though she could 
be brusque, she could also be kind. She was often in a 
flurry of activity, at once tactless, charming, wistful, 
and brusque, idealistic and practical, serious yet gay.3 It 
was believed that she was covering a wealth of warm human 
sympathy with a "hard-boiled” exterior.*
Because she gave little care to the feelings or 
opinions of others, Bevier offended many individuals 
throughout her career, (then she made a decision she pursue! 
it faithfully, despite those who might disagree with her 
judgment. There were those who objected to her methods, but
of others.
It. The Botte Economics Movement
To understand the importance of laabel Sevier's con­
tribution to the home economics movement, one must first 
know how home economics developed and who contributed to it. 
This study of the home economics movement places the career 
of Bevier in a broader context and allows it to be recog­
nised as the work of a scientific pioneer.
Catharine Beecher (1800-1878) is credited with cre­
ating the home economics movement. She was among the first
to nationalise and personalise the American domestic 
5environment.
Her ideology of domesticity attempted to overcome 
the deterioration in women's status at a time when economic 
production was transferred from the home to the factory.
Her Treatise on Domestic Economy (1845) established her as a 
national authority on the subject. It explained every 
aspect of domestic life, exaggerated gender differences, and 
romanticised women's domestic role in order to attract more 
interest to it. As written by Sklar, "The success of 
Catharine Beecher's Treatise may have been due to its 
ability to combine a convincing domestic ideology with prac­
tical advice demonstrating how these ideals could be 
realised."6
Beecher was concerned with elevating the status of 
women. She believed* however, that women had a special 
domestic role, women, In her opinion, should see their 
gender difference and power in the home to influence society 
toward better morals. She felt that young women should be 
educated on how to use their knowledge for the benefit of 
society. Beecher was not a feminist. She believed that 
women should change society from within their traditional 
sphere, not attempt to enlarge it. Beliefs such as these 
created disagreements with feminists who believed an educe** 
tion such as this would limit women to the home.
Beecher's ideas fere successful because they pre­
scribed few cultural changes, spoke to the anxieties of her 
age about the pace of change, and introduced stabilising
7factors into national ideology. She created a new female
identity embracing all race# and claaaes.
Though Beecher is credited with creating the home 
economics movement, Ellen Richards (1842-1911) is knONNS as 
the "patron saint of home economics.** The home ecohgp&Of 
movement was the crowning labor of Mrs. Richards * life, ft 
brought together the lines of her work and directed tfeem 
toward a well defined end— education for right living,
Richards, an 1870 graduate of Vassar, was, in IMKf, 
the first female student to graduate from the Messachuamtiim
qInstitute of Technology. Most of her career was spent at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where she was % en
of women and developer of the Women's Laboratory and a 
course in sanitary chemistry. In addition to these academic 
duties, she was instrumental in the establishment of many 
domestic science organizations, including the Lake Placid 
Conferences and the American Home Economics Association, 
both of which involved Bevier.
In 1886 Richards developed the field of sanitary 
science, a precursor to home economics, which was to spread 
knowledge of organizing the home on truly scientific prin­
ciples. She believed that the study of sanitary science was 
essential in broadening women's ideas of life, bringing them
in touch with great problems and securing a solid base for 
10improvement.
She stressed the value of science in the study of
domestic economy. In her opinion, lab work was needed to
create better homemakers and mothers. Science was necessary
in these affairs to benefit health, to save labor and wear
on materials, and to develop ways to obtain the best bargain
for items of daily consumption.^ She believed women were
handicapped by clinging to antiquated ways. As Richards
once said, "The work of homemaking in this scientific age
must be worked out on engineering principles and with the
cooperation of trained men and women. . . . Tomorrow, if mot
today, the woman who is to be really mistress of her house
must be an engineer, so far as to be able to understand the
12use of machines."
6
Through her work at the Lake Placid Conference, 
Richards was instrumental in developing principles of home 
economics; these included the following:
1. The ideal home life for today unhampered by the 
traditions of the past.
2. The utilization of all the resources of modern 
science to improve the home life.
3. The freedom of the home from the dominance of 
things and their due subordination to ideals.
4. The simplicity in material surroundings which will
most free the spirit for the more important and
13permanent interests of the home and society. 
Richards' path was not without obstacles. In cre­
ating a new field she met antagonisms, the greatest of which 
wee in connection with efforts to improve the quality of 
food served in public institutions and to make diets con- 
tribute to efficiency. She was not able to overcome all 
difficulties, but opened the way for future home economists.
Home economics, also known SS domestic or household 
science, was aided by the rise of colleges of agriculture 
created by the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862. This set 
provided for a grant of land to each state to establish 6 
university offering instruction in the agricultural and 
mechanical arts.14 In 1890 a second Morrill Act extended 
the grant and made provision for specific subjects of 
instruction, such as economics or mathematics. The second
Morrill Act developed land-grant education from a period of
pioneer uncertainty and instability to permanent establish- 
15ment.
The land-grant colleges differed from their Eastern 
counterparts. Many of these institutions made equality of 
the sexes an essential feature from an early day. Women 
were in demand as cheap labor and needed to be properly 
trained. Additionally, these colleges needed the enrollment 
of women to secure endowments and to increase their 
finances.
The development of departments of domestic science 
was not easy. It first required that universities be con­
vinced of the importance of educating women in principles of 
the home. For instance, the pioneering domestic science 
instructors attempted to balance their aspirations for stu­
dents with society's demarcation of the traditional female 
sphere. As Dr. Elmer E. Brown, United States Commissioner 
of Education, said in 1907, "The integration of women's edu­
cation within the general scheme of education has been 
brought about, but the differentiation of women's education 
is yet to be accomplished."1’6 This goal captured the mihdp 
of home economists. They were not striving to change 
women's role in society because many were quite conservative 
in their views on this subject. Unlike feminists, they 
supported the idea of a separate female sphere. Women who 
chose domestic science as a career wanted to gain access to
9
the "modern world" by re-creating man’s world in woman's
s p h e r e . T h i s  allowed a coeducationally parallel system
of learning and reduced the belief that universities were
overrun by female students. This system, however, presented
problems since there were no educational models to follow.
These domestic scientists were truly pioneers.
The home economics movement was part of two trends
that merged in the 1890s— nutritional research and popu- 
18larization. Home economics, therefore, became part of a
diverse range of subjects all unified by a focus upon the
home. In fact, domestic scientists "chose domesticity as a
way of getting out of the house, and food as a means of
19transcending the body." The true task of home economics 
was to change the focus of domesticity from the past to the
future, diminishing sentiment and establishing the values of
20American business and industry. Growth of this movement 
occurred as students became interested in its scientific, 
social, economic, and domestic dimensions.
Science was instrumental in the development of home 
economics. The home economics movement was an attempt to 
apply scientific procedures to the home and thus improve the 
quality of life. This movement involved the largest area of 
scientific "women's work" it academia in the early 1900s. 
With the advent of land-grant colleges, women were allowed 
new jobs in science because they could use their education 
without threatening men.
There were, however, problems in home economics. By 
1900 it had become reminized as men became adverse to women 
advising them on domestic matters. This feminization led to 
the notion that this subject was of little educational 
importance. Home economists were sensitive to this opinion 
and often overcompensated by requiring too much of their 
students. The attachment of home economics to the sup­
posedly "inferior” agricultural colleges of the West further 
reduced its value. Part of the problem with home economics
27was confusion as to its purpose and direction. This con­
fusion led to pressure to become scientific and demanding. 
The pressure for prestige and practicality would remain a 
constant theme in the history of home economics.
Feminists were often at odds with home economists. 
They were afraid that home economics would draw women away 
from other subjects and slow the achievement of educational 
and intellectual equality. "Yet the very success of this 
kind of 'womens work* on major campuses helped to harden 
the sexual segregation for future generations still further. 
Rather than being accepted for other scientific employment 
once the pioneers had shown eomen could handle this kind of
work, the women found themselves more restricted to 'women1*
23work* than ever.
The problems of home economics led to certain limi­
tations in female employment. it forced women into home 
economics departments regardless of where their real
11
training lie. By 1911, sixty percent of women professors in
coeducational institutions were in home economics, despite
the fact that most of them had not received training in that 
24field. It was, in fact, the only field in which women 
scientists could hope to be full professors, department 
chairmen, or deans.
The focus of this paper now turns to the development 
of departments of hone economics in particular universities. 
This development began with cooking schools. The first was 
the New York Cooking School developed in 1874 with Juliet 
Corson as president. Cooking schools attempted to instruct
young housekeepers of modest means in the principles of
25plain family cooking. Iowa State University with the help 
of Mary B. Welch, is credited with beginning the first 
courses in household science in 1869.20 The Iowa program 
was developed similar to the Mt. Holyoke plan, which 
required women to work two hours a day in a domestic area.
A department of cookery and household arts was finally 
established at Iowa in 1875.27 Kansas State University also 
established a department of home economy and sewing by 1880 
under the direction of Nellie Kedzie.20 The University of 
Chicago developed a program of home sanitation and household 
administration under Marion Talbot as early as 1892.29 In 
1900 Cornell established a home economics department under 
Martha Van Rensselaer and Flora Rose, who were the first 
women to be named full professors at Cornell.30 They
12
emphasized retaining the social values of the home. Mary 
Swartz Rose was instrumental in organizing a department of
nutrition at Columbia University in 1901. She was the first
32woman researcher in this field. Louise Stanley, who 
taught at the University of Missouri, was the first woman to 
direct a United States Department of Agriculture Bureau.
Ohio State created a department of household science in 
1896, and Michigan State followed in 1897. The University 
of Illinois, Purdue, and many others established their 
departments of household science in 1900.34 In fact, from 
1900 to 1914, the most dramatic curricular expansion in 
colleges was in the field of home economics.33
Beviei began her career in good company. As previ­
ously mentioned, many challenging and interesting home 
economists were creating their departments at the same time 
she developed hers. These pioneering home economists were 
reminiscent of the first professors at the women's colleges 
in the 1870s and 1880s. They created the educational oppor­
tunities for home economics and urged others to expand and 
refine them.
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III. Bevier's Early Years, 1860-1900
Bevier rarely mentioned her early life except to 
make references to having been reared on a farm near 
Plymouth, Ohio. She made her entrance into the world on 
November 17, 1860, the youngest of nine children of Caleb 
and Cornelia Bevier. As she wrote, "I was born on a farm 
five miles from anywhere in cold weather, in the midst of a 
rich and populous region, three miles from three churches 
and five miles from two towns . . . and lived there all my 
life until I went to college."3®
37She graduated from Ohio's University of Wooster in
1885. Bevier described herself at graduation as having "no
special honors or distinction, save that I was supposed to
be a good mixer, did not belong to a sorority, and did my
38best work in languages— Latin and German." In 1888, she 
received a master's degree from Wooster.
In 1888, having already taught three terms in 
country schools, she was principal of a high school in 
Shelby, Ohio, teaching Latin and English. Later, she taught 
English, mathematics and botany at the high school at 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.39
In 1888 her plans for the future were thrown awry. 
Her fianc£, Elmer strain, a recent graduate of Harvard 
Medical School, was drowned while swimming with friends.
13
14
Thouqh she never spoke of the tragedy, it was a scarring 
experience. She was never to have the marital happiness 
that she had envisioned. The course of her life was chanqed 
by his accident of fate.
In that same year she applied to fill a vacancy in 
the sciences at Pennsylvania College for Women in Pitts­
burgh. She thought that she knew too little about the 
sciences, so she elected to spend the summer studying chem­
istry with Dr. Albert W. Smith at the Case School of 
Applied Sciences in Cleveland, Ohio. He advised her to 
prepare for chemistry work with foods, predicting that the 
large midwestern universities would develop such depart­
ments.*^ She studied with Smith again the following summer 
of 1889. During the summer of 1891, she followed Smith's 
advice and studied at Harvard. In the summer of 1894, she 
again followed Smith's advice and went to Middletown, 
Connecticut, to study at the laboratories of Professor 
Wilbur 0. Atwater. She was later to perform, under his 
direction, important dietary studies involving families and 
Negro diets in Hampton, Virginia. 1
Despite the extra summer work, Bevier remained at
Pennsylvania College for nine years and became a professor
of natural sciences there. Over the years she taught chem-
42istry, botany, physiology, geology, and physics.
In 1897, finding a woman's college too limiting, she 
left Pennsylvania College. She studied under Dr. Morley at
Western Reserve University, and in the middle of the year,
' i ' .  ■ • v
ient to spend a year with Ellen Richards at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology,
All these career and academic moves had occurred on
the recommendation of others. "Most of the changes in my
life#M she said, "have come because I did something that
somebody else thought I should do."43
In 1897, Professor Canfield invited Bevier to begin
the Ohio State department of household science. She could
begin a small program until a definite plan was set, she
replied, but would not undertake a "large and spectacular
44work in the beginning." Her own confession, Canfield 
responded, showed her to be unprepared.
Having no other employment in 1898 she applied to 
fill a vacancy as professor of chemistry at Lake Erie 
College in Painesville# Ohio. She was disappointed to 
return to a woman*s college# but this opportunity offered 
her more freedom. She taught chemistry and sanitation with 
Elisabeth Sprague as her assistant.
In April 1900, President Andrew Draper invited 
Bevier to the University of Illinois to interview for a 
position in domestic science. She had already decided to 
resign from Lake Erie College. President Draper was unsure 
of her intellectual strength# though he was confident of her 
character# culture# and accomplishments. He was skeptical 
as to whether or not a department of domestic science would
16
be worth the cost.
On April 19, 1900, Bevier received a telegram from 
the board of trustees at the University of Illinois announc­
ing that she had been elected professor of household science
4  rat a salary of $1500 per year. This was to be the 
beginning of a revolutionary career.
45
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With the support of President John M. Gregory, the board of 
trustees decided that special courses designed to help women 
in their domestic roles should be organized. The board, 
therefore, created the School of Domestic Science and Arts 
in 1871. They then had the task of finding a proper edu­
cator to head the department.
Louisa C. Allen was a graduate of Illinois State 
Normal University. In 1874, at the age of twenty-two, she 
was called to head the new department as well as to assume 
responsibility for all female students. Her job was to 
oversee all female education and organize a domestic science 
department by developing a scientific system of instruction 
based upon the principles espoused in The American Woman's 
Home (1875) written by Catharine Beecher and Harriet Beecher 
Stowe. This book envisioned woman's primary role as chief 
minister to the family. Allen's salary was to be $1200 per
48
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This department, which lasted from 1871 to 1881, was 
one of the most systemized and thorough pioneer ventures in 
domestic science. It relied upon technical studies backed 
by a broad background of general science, modern languages, 
and philosophy. This broad base of subjects led to the cre­
ation of many other courses, such as music and fine arts, 
especially for women.
Miss Allen wanted to make women educationally equal 
to men, "enabling them to bring the aid of science and cul­
ture to the all important labors and vocations of woman- 
49hood. She believed that the nation could be purified by 
the home, and that educated women were best able to secure 
this change. She especially stressed health and sanitary 
reform as well as the importance of a healthy body and mind 
through the use of calisthenics.
The coursework developed into a four year curriculum 
which combined technical and liberal arts instruction. 
Courses, such as food, dietetics, and hygiene, relied upon 
principles from chemistry, anatomy, and physiology. House­
hold aesthetics combined technical courses with interior 
decoration and women's dress. The household science course 
involved heating, ventilation, culinary utensils, and 
impurities of food. Domestic economy taught the management 
Of household expenditures, management of servants, and care 
of children. Usages of society taught proper etiquette. 
Professor Nathan C. Ricker taught household architecture,
and Professor Thomas J. Burrill taught landscape gardening 
and care of plants. Miss Allen herself taught anatomy, 
physiology, and hygiene. Along with the necessary course- 
work, the submission of an original thesis was required for 
graduation.
As Miss Allen wrote:
The school was the outgrowth of a conviction that 
a rational system for the higher and better education 
of women must recognize their distinctive duties as 
women . . . and furnish instruction which shall fit 
them to meet these duties. . . .  As set forth in the 
catalogue it was the aim of the school to give to 
earnest and capable young women a liberal and practical 
education, which should fit them for their great duties 
and trusts, making them the equals of their educated 
husbands and associates, and enabling them to bring the 
aids of science and culture to the all important labors 
and vocations of womanhood. . . .  We discard the old 
and absurd notion that education is a necessity to man 
but only an ornament to woman.
Miss Allen was named preceptress in 1878 and pro­
fessor in 1879, but her career was to be short lived.
President Gregory, seeing additional attributes in Miss
52Allen, married her on June 17, 1879. Thus, the department 
of domestic science was robbed of its head and most able 
instructor.
In 1878, the department became part of the College 
of Natural Science, and by 1879, its enrollment had risen to 
eighteen students. After the departure of Miss Allen, the 
deportment floundered. Earlier, because of her "utopian 
reform aspirations and ’scientism,'" some claimed that Allen 
did not know principles of housekeeping and cooking.^ This
opposition was led by Selim Peabody, the University's second 
regent, who labeled the domestic science department "an
54experiment in darkness." It was, therefore, abolished in 
March 1881.
It was this experiment in the field of domestic 
science which Bevier learned from and added to as she estab­
lished her own department at the University nearly twenty 
years later.
20
Due to the agitation of Lucy Flower, Mary Turner
Carriel, and the Association of Domestic Science of the
55Illinois Farmers' Institute the board of trustees at the
University of Illinois reestablished the domestic science
department on March 13, 1900. April 18, Bevier received the
telegram announcing her official appointment as professor of
household science. She was eager to accept the offer
because life in women's colleges did not suit her. She had
long desired to apply her ideas to a new
department, and Illinois offered the ideal opportunity.
I had long before decided that I would not spend my 
years teaching in many women's colleges, though I had 
learned much while living in them. But I had never 
been able to make them seem other than abnormal places 
of residence for me. My association with my father and 
three brothers, as well as my training in coed colleges, 
had made me entirely coed in all my sympathies. More­
over, these years had given me some rather definite 
ideas as to what I thought constituted a liberal edu­
cation for women, and I was pleased to find that I was 
to have my chance to plan a course that would help me 
realize my ideals.56
In April she made her first visit to Urbana. It 
left a lasting impression upon her:
I shall never forget my first impression of Cham­
paign. I was the guest of President Draper, and after 
luncheon, he took me for a drive. I thought I had 
never seen so flat and so muddy a place: no trees, no
hills, no boundaries of any kind. This lack of 
boundaries, physical and mental, the open-mindedness 
of the authorities and their willingness to try experi­
ments, indeed their desire to do so, opened up a whole 
new world to me.5?
V_._______Beginnings at Illinois, 1900-1907
22
Her enthusiasm, however, was checked by the realization of
the size of the venture that she was to undertake and her
relative lack of experience in such areas.
Part of the work of her department was to correct
the impression that domestic science meant only baking and 
58millinery* She intended to present the subject as part of
a liberal education and train her "girls" to be teachers of
home economics# dieticians, and cafeteria managers* In
effect, she wanted to emphasize a symmetrical education with
a scientific basis and show women the benefits of applied 
59science* She wanted household science to become a recog­
nized and respected part of a woman's education. It was 
important to convince students of the indispensible social 
function of the home, and thereby cause them to seek a more 
intimate knowledge of it.
To prepare for the task ahead# Bevier spent the 
summer of 1900 at the Lake Placid Conference* This series 
of conferences# mentioned earlier# began in 1899 to discuss 
problems of the home and to devise standards for studying 
them. The conferences were held annually until 1908 and 
helped establish the curriculum for domestic science* At 
Lake Placid the name of home economics was adopted for the 
field. Home economics referred to the home# as a place for 
the shelter and nurture of children# the development of 
self-sacrificing qualities# and strength to meet the world. 
Economics referred to the management of the home upon
23
economics lines as to time, energy, and money.®®
Aimed with new knowledge, Bevier came to Urbana on 
September 1* 1900, to begin the task of creating the depart­
ment ihe had long envisioned. She moved into two rooms at 
802 West Illinois Street and began to learn about the Uni­
versity.
President Draper led her on a tour of the facilities. 
While Speaking with him, she advised him that she planned a 
department based on scientific principles, not one designed 
to teach cooking and sewing. She stressed her training in 
the chemistry of foods and nutrition and her lack of cooking 
Skills. Draper replied' "I don't care Whether you can cook 
or not. . . .  I want you to run your department, and it will 
be judged by the results obtalhed in its laboratories and 
classrooms, and its success by the measure of University 
respect obtained for it."®*
The new department was located on the fourth floor 
of the Natural History Building. From there Bevier visited 
other departments, meeting her colleagues and seeking advice 
from such people as Dean Nathan C. Ricker, Professor J. M. 
White, Vice President Thomas J. burrill, and Eugene Daven­
port. Davenport, Dean of the College of Agriculture, was to 
be a tremendous help. As Bevier wrote, "There was always in 
Dean Davenport's mind the broadest outlook, the ability to 
see things in their relationship. These qualities made him
24
a wonderful dean for a department looked upon with sus­
picion.62
The first business was to name the new department.
Bevier, Draper, Davenport, and Burrill all fell to the task.
Bevier wanted a scientific approach to the subject. "I
believe there will be someday a science of the household,'*
6 3Davenport said, "Let's get ready for it and develop it."
The department, named Household Science, was to be neither a 
cooking school nor a millinery shop. They also decided that 
only the quarter of the students' time would be devoted to 
special household science courses to allow them to achieve a 
liberal education.
The next step was to devise courses. There would be 
no laboratory available until the second semester, so Bevier 
was unable to do any cooking. Instead, she created courses 
dealing with architecture, sanitation, and the planning, 
heating# plumbing, and lighting of houses.64 The work of 
this department was to be closely allied with others. For 
example, the course in architecture and sanitation was 
influenced by Ricker, White, and Burrill.
By the end of registration the department had twenty 
students and three courses. The course on architecture and 
sanitation was to be taught the first semester, and courses 
in the selection and preparation of food and in home decora­
tion would be offered the second semester.
25
In January 1901 the department moved to new facili­
ties in the north wing of the Agriculture Building. The 
department now had a kitchen, office, part of a chemistry 
laboratory and two classrooms. With her background in chem­
istry, Bevier used these facilities to create classes that 
were ntore than just cooking. Many felt she did not really 
cook. To them she replied, "It (cooking) is too narrow a
term; some food we cook, some we freeze, some we dry. . . .
6 5I wanted a term that would include all of these.”
Because of her insistence on a scientific basis, 
there were complaints from individuals outside the Univer­
sity. They did not see how these complicated means related 
to simple cooking and sewing. In addition, she was 
reproached by Draper for appearing short in ‘organizing
power, independent self-confidence, and general aggressive- 
££ness." This led to her department not being kindly 
received and her heavy reliance on Davenport for encourage­
ment and advice.
Bevier developed an idea of the purpose of land- 
grant colleges and their lack of boundaries. The education 
offered by land-grant colleges, as she iw it, belonged to 
all people, served the interests of the state, and dispersed 
the information discovered in laboratories. It was the 
open-mindedness of these colleges that made possible the 
scientific study of the home that Bevier desired.
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By 1901 the University catalog showed an expanded
list of courses for the department. It offered: selection
and preparation of food# home architecture and sanitation#
home decoration# chemistry of food and nutrition, dietetics
and household management, economic uses of food, textiles,
and personal and public hyciene. The number of enrolled
students rose to forty. By 1904 there would be ten courses
6 7with an enrollment of eighty students.
In 1901 the first research was begun. In a study 
for Professor Herbert W. Mumford, Bevier studied the causes 
of marbling in meat and the amount and distribution of fat. 
In her cooking of meat, she was the fit At to use a ther*
itmometer to test internal temperatures,
in 1902 Bevier created a students* club to "inter* 
pret home ecemUlWI on the campus and practice social
4%amenities." It allowed the girls a place to meet and 
become friends.
In 1903 additional studies were done on meet to 
determine it* nutritive value and digestibility. Internal 
temperatures were an issue in this study.
In this year the first graduating class left the 
Department of Household Science. It consisted of three 
women— Ellen Huntington, Mabel Nelson, and Ruth Wardall. In 
1904 the graduating class was increased to four, and by 
1905, to five.70
By 1904 the Household Science Department had begun 
to take a definite shape. Its enrollment had increased from 
twenty in 1900 to 245. Four of those students were men 
enrolled in the personal and public hygiene courses. The 
department now offered eleven courses: three dealt directly
with food; one with science of nutrition and management of 
the home; two with the architecture, evolution, sanitation 
and furnishing of the home; one with textiles; and one with 
personal and public hygiene.7* The structure of these 
courses was arranged to meet the needs of two types of stu­
dents; those who wished to specialize in other lines of 
work but desired a knowledge of general principles of house­
hold science; and those who wished to make a specialty of 
household science by a comprehensive study of the home and 
arts and sciences dealing with it.
By 1905 the faculty numbered five and had developed 
syllabi for teaching household science in high schools. Two 
non-credit courses were added to pass this knowledge on to 
rural teachers. Courses were added in household art and the 
history of household science.
Sevier refused to allow her department to be con­
sidered academically inferior and drew disfavor by strict 
adterence to University entrance requirements. This led the 
Carnegie Foundation to rate the Household Science Department
as tbs only department of college rank in the College of 
72Agriculture. An exaisple of the strict standards is shewn
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by th^ curriculum requirements to achieve a Bachelor of
Science degree in Household Science. This involved courses
in botany, bacteriology, zoology, physiology, chemistry,
physics, mathematics, design, German, physical education,
and special work in household chemistry, domestic bacteri-
73ology, and domestic architecture and decoration.
Bevier was revolutionizing the department with her 
new ideas on household science. "The old idea that anybody 
can farm and that anybody can cook has well nigh disappeared 
and with it, the idea that farming means plowing only and 
that the activities of the home are fully represented by the 
making of hot biscuits. Her goal was to make household 
science into a serious intellectual pursuit. In doing this 
she created a program of study that did not deteriorate into 
mere cookery. This was to improve the home directly 
through training housekeepers, and indirectly through train­
ing teachers.
Bevier's style of household science education at 
this time served the purpose of giving people a feeling of 
control over their environment and averting panic over the 
future* This led to ideas on how to better the home* Some 
ideas showed that one should substitute useless equipment 
with new, learn more about money, and standardize products 
in the tome.
The development of this new department was not easy* 
She fought many battles with those who disapproved of her
methods. One of the greater struggles, however, was against 
the lack of understanding about a scientific look at the 
home. This is best explained by Bevier herself:
One day a man lingered behind a group of visitors 
and said, “Excuse me, but are you training cooks?1* I 
said, “No, but I'm training wives.” I want these 
girls to be all-around, educated women, and I want 
home economics to be respected from the academic 
standpoint, so while I wasn't training cooks, I was 
trying to make educated women, and so I thought one 
of the best ways to arrive was to teach chemistry, as 
it really weeded out those that were not students, 
aside from the fact that chemistry does touch life 
and does explain a good many processes of cooking, 
it is for all the reasons that I could think of 
that, out of the science, I had them take chemistry.^
Eventually, the department was to have its own
physical space in the north wing of the new Women's Building.
In 1904, with appropriations of $95,000, plans were adopted
for a U-shaped structure one hundred four feet and eight
inches by eighty-three feet and six inches. The central
section was to be a gym; the south wing was for the women's
social headquarters, complete with parlors; and, as earlier
mentioned, the north wing was for the Household Science 
76Department. The building was dedicated on October 16,
* }  «B
1905, and the first classes were held on November 7, 1905. '
The dedication of the Women's Building served a dual 
purpose. It was also the scene of the installation of the 
m w  University president, Edmund J. James. He replaced 
Draper who had resigned in 1904. Because of her understand­
ing of and respect for Draper, Bevier was wary of the new 
president. However, she found him agreeable and easy to
work with. As said by Bevier:
I came to have great admiration for President James 
personally and his manner of doing things. He was 
sometimes abrupt, but you can be too. He would listen 
respectfully and tell you what he thought of the pro­
cedure. . . . The subject of the discussion was either 
for or against the good of the University and stood or 
fell by that standard. But you had your chance.78
The year 1908 demonstrated the newness of work in 
the household science department. A house was purchased at 
the corner of Wright and Daniels Streets, near the Women's 
Building, to serve as an experimental lab, the first of its 
kind in any university. It allowed the students to experi­
ment with interior design and home decoration in a real
setting, and allowed the efficiency of new appliances to be
79tested in an actual home setting. There was, however, a 
confrontation over the purpose of the experimental house. 
Bevier intended for it to be used solely as a laboratory for 
her students. On the other hand, Davenport meant for it to 
be a showplace of the University. This would involve allow­
ing visitors to come through at all times to see the work 
being done. Luckily, they were able to come to a compromise 
that pleased both parties.80
The University, in 1908, was also the first of its 
kind to employ a woman in household science purely for 
research. Miss Nellie Goldthwaite, A.M., Ph.D., joined the 
staff after serving as head of the department of chemistry 
at Mt. Holyoke College and working aS a research assistant 
in the Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research.81 Within
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the year she had done important studies on yeast and its 
phases in bread as well as important work in jelly, which 
eventually led to developing a useful score card for judging 
jelly.
The year ended in further success as Bevier was 
made a Fellow of the American Association for the Advance­
ment of Science on December 30, 1908.
In 1908, Bevier was also instrumental in the forma­
tion of the American Home Economics Association, which was 
to replace the Lake Placid Conference. Ellen Richards was 
named president, and Bevier was made one of the vice-
presidents. After the retirement of Mrs. Richards, Bevier
gowas president from 1910 to 1912. The intent of this 
organization was to improve living conditions in the home, 
institutional household, and community. The group welcomed 
all who were actively interested in home problems. To 
achieve their goals they chose to develop a bimonthly maga­
zine, The Journal of Home Economics, for which Bevier 
assumed much responsibility.
Though Bevier's goals and beliefs were finally being 
realised, she was still uncertain of her ability to handle 
such a large task. She was often heard to say, "Lord, make 
me big enough for myjobl"®3
VI. The Farmer*s Institute Crisis, 1907-1910
From 1907 to 1910 Bevier fought one of the most dif­
ficult struggles of her career at the University of Illi­
nois. The outcome of this conflict would determine who 
would decide policy for the department, Bevier or the 
Farmers' Institute. It nearly cost her the department.
Bevier had never taken much interest in the Farmers' 
Institute or the Illinois Association of Domestic Science, 
organized in 1898 as an auxiliary of the Farmers' Institute. 
Her tactlessness further increased friction, since she dis­
couraged rather than asked for their aid.
This situation was awkward for the University, since 
the wife of Senator Henry H. Dunlap, who handled University 
appropriation bills, led the causa against Bevier.
Mrs. Dunlap and the Illinois Association of Domestic Science 
believed that the Household Science Department should offer 
courses in millinery, sewing, and practical cooking. They 
thought this would attract girls to the department rather 
than repel them. They also passed a resolution to create an 
advisory board of their members to influence the department 
and tied needy appropriations to the acceptance of this 
board. Bevier greatly resented this move which was accom­
plished without her knowledge.
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Bevier felt that the training the Association of 
Domestic Science recommended should be relegated to high 
schools and vocational schools. She believed such courses 
would "jeopardize the good name of home economics#" and 
lead to misconceptions about the academic nature of house­
hold science* She especially disliked the idea of an 
advisory committee# since she was already advised by the 
dean of three colleges and the president of the University. 
As Bevier explained:
Since those women and I had never spoken the same 
language and held such opposite ideas about the teach­
ing of household science# I could not expect help from 
such a committee. I was warned by Dean Davenport if I 
refused this offer# I must do it at my own risk. I 
said# "I take the risk."85
Bevier was accused of making the issue personal 
because of her ’hard-boiled" exterior. President James 
was disturbed by her lack of tact in dealing with the situ­
ation. In 1907 he wrote, "If every member of the faculty 
should act in a similar case as you have in this, the Uni­
versity administration could be carried on only by a series
of explosions for which violence and continuity would throw
87even Professor Morgan Brook's automobile into the shade."
In 1909 she was granted a six-month leave to study
with nutritionist Lafayette B. Mendel of Yale and Henry C.
88Sherman of Columbia. She extended the leave into 1910 as 
she visited schools in Boston, the South, and the Midwest to 
see new developments in household science. This leave came
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at a fortunate time, since it gave her perspective on the 
struggle and influenced her later decisions.
Dean Davenport was caught in the middle of this 
conflict. He respected and admired the work that Bevier was 
doing but depended upon the financial aid of those who 
opposed her. In the end he sacrificed academic principle 
for political expediency and asked for her resignation. On 
November 22, 1909, Davenport wrote to Bevier at Columbia 
saying that ’'in the best interest of all concerned," she 
should resign from Illinois.
Davenport explained by saying:
There is outside the University a widespread per­
sonal dislike to yourself as head of the department. 
However unjustly this prejudice has come about, the 
fact is that it exists, and I am satisfied can neither 
be improved nor abated. . . . If you should sever your 
connection voluntarily you manage the case yourself, 
and while certain people may have the satisfaction of 
feeling that they had accomplished their purpose, yet 
your life and opportunity for service in your chosen 
field would remain unimpaired.89
Bevier was in turmoil. Distance offered her a 
better perspective, but she was unsure of what to do. She 
turned to former President Draper for counsel. He advised, 
"If you leave now you can spend the rest of your life 
telling why you left the University of Illinois. Go back 
and tend strictly to your own business, and I think you will
QAbe supported."
In July 1910, however, Bevier chose to return to the 
University of Illinois with the support of President Janies.
James' decision not to force her resignation was influenced
by a letter from Ellen Richards and Alfred True supporting 
91Bevier. Davenport eventually decided it was best for 
Bevier to remain at Illinois. To appease the opposition, 
the experimental house was given up. All parties, however, 
dealt with the changes and learned to "peacefully'' coexist.
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VII. Growth and Development. 1910-1921
After the Farmers' Institute crisis was resolved,
the department was able to continue to grow and pursue
research. By 1909 the Household Science Department had
expanded to include 218 students and seventeen courses
92taught by eleven instructors. The new courses added in 
that year dealt with special problems in connection with the 
service of food, economics of the family group, md problems 
in the economics of the family group. The latter course was 
taught by Professor David Kinley, from the Economics Depart­
ment and Dean of the Graduate School.
In 1911 the General Assembly granted $125,000 for an 
addition to the Woman's Building. For the Household Science 
Department, a new kitchen and dining room were added in the
basement, and a diet kitchen and electrical equipment room
93on the second floor. The two newest undertakings involved 
a cafeteria and a five room practice apartment. The cafe­
teria would train the women in work with institutional food, 
while the apartment replaced the experimental house. These 
new additions proved useful, as in 1912-1913, important 
studies on bread and infant foods were accomplished. Bevier 
commented upon how the new changes would influence the field
by teaching the student to transfer the new knowledge for
94the betterment of society.
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In 1914, due to the Smith-Lever Act of the same 
year, the extension services were developed at the Univer­
sity of Illinois. Bevier served as the vice-director of 
extension work from 1915 to 1921.
The Smith-Lever Act of 1914 granted formal acknowl­
edgment to home economics as a necessary part of modern 
agricultural education and rewarded efforts of women like 
Sevier with an unmistakable stamp of legitimacy. The act 
made appropriation for home economics extension courses and 
ended the services of organizations similar to the Farmers' 
Institute. It was, in effect, a well organized attempt to 
educate adults for better living.
The new act required a head extension worker to 
coordinate activity in each state. Miss Mamie Bunch was 
chosen in Illinois, and the first home advisors began in 
Kankakee County in 1914.
Extension work was an important activity at the 
University of Illinois. By the end of its first year, it 
had reached over 16,000 people. As a report stated, "Exten­
sion work— The department has kept constantly in mind the 
needs of those women, who . . . are not in college yet are 
vitally concerned with the problems of the home. By cor­
respondence, by its work with Farmers' Institute, by its 
Winter School for Housekeepers, it has done what it would 
with the means at tis disposal to help this class."95 They 
were able to successfully correlate extension work with
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resident teaching and scientific research.
Extension work was not without problems. It lacked
96organization, funds, and scientific research. The Uni­
versity attempted to overcome these problems with a variety 
of extension agencies. These included correspondence; 
service organizations like PTA; movable schools; the demon­
stration car, a Pullman car exhibiting labor saving devices; 
and Schools for Housekeepers. Extension services were to
have much successi in 1917, over 50,000 people attended
97lectures and demonstrations.
In 1917 the field of home economics was further 
legitimized by the Smith-Hughes Act. It treated home 
economics as a field of major importance, worthy of the best 
teaching facilities. It stimulated the preparation of 
teachers for secondary level instruction in agriculture, 
industry, and the home. Further it led to a greater demand 
for trained home economics teachers and changes in curricu­
lum to supply them. The act defined home economics as "that 
form of vocational education which has for its purpose the 
preparation of girls and women for useful employment as
QQhomemakers engaged in the management of the home." This 
new reliance on the use of the term home economics prompted 
a change in name. The University of Illinois dropped house­
hold science in favor of home economics for Bevier's depart­
ment" in 1918.
The clouds of war began to make their appearance in 
1917. Many home economists were called to service in areas 
other than education. In August of 1917, Bevier was 
appointed the Home Economics Director for Illinois. She was 
responsible for organising the state to carry the message of 
the Food Administration. In that same year, she was made a 
member of the Executive Comalttee for Thrift and Conserva­
tion of the Woman's Committee for the National Defense, 
Illinois Division.*®®
In October of 1917 Bevier was granted a paid two- 
month leave of absence to serve as one of the home economic 
representatives in the Home Conservation Division of the 
Food Administration in Washington, D.C. She served with 
other home economists such as Flora Rose and Martha Van 
Rensselaer of Cornell, Abby Marlatt of Wisconsin, and 
Katheryn Blunt of Chicago.*®*
The war was an ideal time for women in home 
economics, since it called upon trained home economists to 
conduct demonstrations on food conservation and health prac­
tices in the home. This opened new lines of effort and new 
professions, such as that of dietitians, for women in study 
ing home economics.*02
After Sevier's return to Illinois in 1918, the 
Woman's Building was converted into a hospital. She devel­
oped courses in hospital service which were popular. One 
hundred forty-one women registered for courses in First Aid,
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Nursing, and Surgical Supply. Thirty women also studied 
dietetics and field problems. Throughout the strife, how­
ever, Bevier impressed upon women the need to remember the 
goals of their profession. "Home Economics, either in peace 
or in war, has a chance to teach something of the beauty of 
life and the unity of life, to teach that there is an art 
in a well ordered home and a well-ordered life; and perhaps 
it is the greatest thing that home economics has to do."
When the war ended, Bevier and the other home econo­
mists realized that they needed to adjust their teaching to 
new demands.
They tended to emphasize essentials and thrift. 
Furthermore, World War I had stimulated the field of home 
economics. The public learned more about food and nutrition 
and its relation to health as well as the value of thrift.10* 
Hie department had to adapt to these changing circumstances.
Bevier had not finished her struggle for the home 
economics department. The department suffered a loss in 
funds which caused a reduction in the quality of instruc­
tion. She expressed her extreme displeasure to Davenport 
in a demand for equal consideration. "If the University 
needs sacrifice I am willing to make it. If it needs money 
I am willing to give it, but I cannot stand quietly by and 
see the work of years killed in the house of its supposed 
friend*."105
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In 1920, against the protests of many, Bevier 
decided to resign, since "Life looked very difficult for me, 
and I was physically very much exhausted. She was given
a leave of absence from June to October anu would officially 
retire in June 1921.
In order to commemorate her contribution to the Uni­
versity, her friends and students commissioned a portrait of 
her by Louis Betts to be hung in the Homan's Building.
Bevier was not overjoyed about the prospect of a portrait 
because such displays were against her nature.
You know how I feel about it, she said. When it was 
suggested I did all I could to hush it up. When I saw 
that my friends were determined to have it done I 
thought, well, here I am getting older and uglier every 
day. If it has to be done, the sooner it is over the 
better.*0'
The portrait was presented to the University during a
special celebration to honor Bevier on May 21, 1921.
Ruth A. Wardall, graduate of the first class of
1903, was chosen as her successor. Bevier left in June
1921. She had served for twenty-one years as head of the
department, and during her tenure the department had had
108seventy-two faculty members and 5,000 students.
VIII. Bevier's Later Years. 1921-1942 
Bevier did not settle into idleness after leaving 
the University of Illinois. She was now free to pursue the 
field of home economics in new areas and with new ideas.
From 1921 to 1923, at a salary of $4000 per annum, 
Bevier served as chairman of the Department of Home Econom­
ics at UCLA. She reorganised the work there and taught
109during the summer session. She brought a stabilising 
influence to this department but refused to remain there.
From 1925 to 1926, she helped to reorganise the home 
economics department at the University of Arisona in Tucson. 
She temporarily replaced the ill chairman and acted as a 
special lecturer and counselor. She felt, however, that she 
could not resettle there.
During her retirement she traveled extensively. 
During a trip to Europe in 1926, she read a paper written by 
Louise Stanley at the Homan's Section of the International 
Congress of Agriculture in Rome, went down a toboggan slide 
in Madeira, and had an audience with the King of Italy.***
By 1927 she was homesick, although she had recently 
had more struggles with the University. She was not awarded 
a retiring allowance, and no official action was taken on 
her resignation until years after she had left. Dean
Davenport accepted responsibility for the difficulties.
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She put these problems behind her, however, and eagerly 
returned to Urbana in February 1928 at the invitation of 
Dean Herbert W. Mumford of the College of Agriculture.
Bevier was to again serve the University of Illinois 
from 1928 to 1930 as a member of the home economics exten­
sion staff. Her work was to conduct surveys of the exten­
sion work, especially for the training of future extension 
workers. She also became the headline speaker for a series 
of special agricultural adjustment conferences conducted by 
the College of Agriculture.
On September 1, 1930, Bevier was officially retired 
with the title of professor emeritus, the first woman so
honored by the University. She was finally awarded a
113retirement allowance of $2160 per year.
Despite retirement Bevier never lost interest in 
department affairs. She was an inspiration to all, both 
professionally and personally.
Her list of honors and awards had grown long. She
received an honorary doctor of science degree from Iowa
114State University and Wooster College in 1936. In 1941 
she was awarded the Epsilon Sigma Phi certificate of Recog­
nition at Large for individuals who have done outstanding
115extension work. She was also a member of American Asso­
ciation for Advancement of Science, American Home Economics 
Association, Natinal Education Association, American Chemi­
cal Society, Public Health Association, Sigma Xi, Omicron
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Nu, Phi Upsilon Omicron, and Sigma Delta Epsilon. 1,8
Neither was she idle in a literary sense. During 
her career she had written papers, articles, and speeches. 
Her publications include three United States Department of 
Agriculture Bulletins, three University of Illinois Bulle­
tins, at least five books, and more than six articles.
In her retirement, Bevier again traveled throughout 
Europe and the United States, but as her health grew worse, 
she chose to remain at home at 605 South Lincoln Street in 
Urbar.a. Many came there to visit or seek her counsel.
In January 1942, Bevier suffered a heart attack and
remained in the hospital until early March. Though she came
hone, she did not improve. At eight in the morning of
March 17, 1942, she died of arteriosclerotic heart disease
at the age of 81. She was buried with her family in
117Plymouth, Ohio.
In her will was a clause leaving $5000 to the Uni­
versity of Illinois to establish a lecture fund in the 
Department of Home Economics. She specified that the themes 
of the lectures were to be "the philosophy of home econom­
ics, or, stated in another way, are to deal with the scien­
tific, economic, esthetic and social aspects of home and 
family life in order that the woman so trained may be able 
to apply this knowledge in her daily tasks in her home, 
family and ooaasunity life in accordance with the finest 
intellectual and spiritual ideals."118
Though no longer on this earth, Sevier's beliefs and 
ideas were to continue to influence those who studied home
economics.
IX._____ Summary and Conclusion
Bevier made an important contribution to the field
of home economics, not just in new ideas but also in the
impact she made on the lives of others. More than teaching
just a theory, she taught a way of thinking about life.
This was something students would carry with them long after
they had forgotten the specifics of a course. As
Dr. Lafayette Mendel said, "She was one of the pioneers who
endeavored to translate current scientific research into the
119language of everyday life."
Because of her hard work and uncompromising atti­
tudes, the University of Illinois was among the first uni­
versities to have a full time research worker in household 
science, a home economics club, and an experimental house. 
She developed an academically strong program that allowed 
students room to grow. She was unwilling to mortgage the 
student's time with home economics courses so specialised 
that they crowded out economics or literature. She believed 
a variety of courses were necessary to achieve a liberal 
education.
She was a broad-visioned woman who instilled prin­
ciples of practicality within her students and taught them 
the importance of evaluating the objects around them for 
their usefulness. She encouraged a constant reevaluation of
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the objects in and around a home and urged students to dis- 
card those objects that were not either beautiful or useful.
Bevier held true to the goal of bettering the 
American home. She constantly worked toward this goal 
despite the obstacles it presented. She had the foresight 
and strength of character to stand by what she believed to 
be best for the ultimate good of home economics, no matter 
who disagreed with her.
Bevier's greatest contribution, however, may have 
been her impact on the lives of students and associates.
She impressed them with her intelligence and straightforward 
manner. She was a difficult woman to confront; yet, beneath 
the tough exterior was a caring woman who would help stu­
dents with personal problems or tell stories to colleagues 
over lunch. More importantly, her style of teaching excited 
students and encouraged them to work harder. Many students 
enrolled in her classes expecting to get little from them; 
some of those same students left her class deciding to make 
home economics their career. As students became enthralled 
by the challenges she presented, they developed new chal­
lenges of their own.
Isabel Bevier was not content to follow the ways of 
others. She developed her own theories or methods to solve 
the problems that confronted her. Ultimately, she demented 
that these around her do the seme.
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